
Visual Connections has created an innovations lab to provide hosting and infrastructure support for 
research and development. The lab uses high performance, low energy secure servers and 
technology that can be deployed using Modular Cloud Blocks™ that provide Hardware-as-a-Service 
(HaaS). Blocks are interchangeable between the cloud, data center, mobile, and vehicle, aerial and 
other applications for maximum flexibility. In partnership with GreenTec-USA, the GMX Modular, 
Re-configurable systems are built from Blocks in a modular, flexible, scalable, low-energy and easy 
to maintain form factor.  Blocks may be any combination of Processor Blocks™, Storage Blocks™, 
WORMdisk™ Blocks, Video Blocks™ and FPGA Blocks™.  Mix and match up to 10 Blocks of any 
type within the same GMX-10 chassis, allowing you to grow or shrink your system as your needs 
change.  When you need more processing capability, add Processor Blocks™, when you need 
more storage, just add Storage Blocks™ when you need WORMdisks™, add WORMdisk™ Blocks.  
Modular Block design allows you to only pay for what you use. Easy to use Modular Cloud Blocks™ 
provide Hardware-as-a-Service (HaaS) with lots of processing power, memory, storage and 
bandwidth for secure, rapidly deployable, scalable, reliable complex configurations without requiring 
a team of experts.

INNOVATIONS LAB

Visual Connections offers a valuable and unique capability through the Genesis Innovation Lab 
(GIL). This FISMA and National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) compliant lab will be 
available to CMS as a no-cost, value-add to develop prototypes and demonstrations of new prod-
ucts and solution. The GIL was developed to replicate DoD Defense Information Systems Agency 
(DISA) technical environment, pre-configured with demonstration versions of the leading IT and 
Business Intelligence (BI) products. Deployed and integrated products include a mix of innovative 
solutions, as well as products currently in the CMS TRA. Examples include:

▪  Database Management, Intelligence and Integration Tools—MicroStrategy, Teradata, Informatica, 
Hadoop, Hortonworks, MapReduce, QlikView, MarkLogic, Oracle, SQL, Cognos

▪  NoSQL technologies—Cassandra, MongoDB, CouchDB
▪  OpenSource technologies—Spring Integration/Batch, Liferay, Alfresco, Drupal, MySQL, Sugar-

CRM, PostgreSQL, Jasper Report, Talend, ActiveMQ, Mule
▪  Application Servers—Microsoft Internet Information Server (IIS), JBoss, WebLogic, GlassFish, 

Tomcat, WebSphere, z/Linux, Red Hat, Solaris 10

VALUABLE AND UNIQUE CAPABILITY
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